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SWIMMING GALA 2019 

On Friday the 10th of May the swimming gala took 
place at ISSR Primary school. It was a full 
schedule with many age categories and a variety 
of races. The students had been practicing in PE 
and some very committed students had been 
swimming before class. We have never had so 
many students signed up and it was wonderful to 
see them compete. It was an exciting afternoon 
with many thrilling races during both the heats and 
finals. A huge congratulations to all that took part, 
well done to all those who made it to the finals and 
in particular those that earned third, second or first 
place in their event. 
 
Thank you to everyone who came to support our 
swimmers at the swimming gala. Thanks to Hope 
School and SRSA for entering teams to compete 
and a big thank you to all the teachers who 
volunteered to help out on the day. In total, we 
raised an amazing $373 for Angkor Hospital for 
Children and Kantha Bopha. Thank you to 
everyone for your generosity at the event. 
Ms. Claudine 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

  

 

 
The Design Department 2019 Regatta 
 
The Design Department Regatta is an event where the Year 8 students working in groups build their own boats 
using recycle materials like cardboard and plastic bottles. The fastest floating vessel to complete 3 laps of the 
swimming pool is declared the winner. The participants designed and made 5 boats of different shapes and 
sizes. The ones with the best design in appearance and style won a special prize.  
 
The race started at 3pm and after 3 laps the team consisting of Ga Eun and Sharlyn emerged as the winner. 
Their Yellow Rocket boat stayed afloat throughout the course. Well done to All the Year 8 Design students and 
champion rowers. 
Mr. Taliv 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Waste that doesn’t exist!?  
  

World Environment Day – Our way to tackle it.  
 
In nature, there is no waste. When a tree falls in the forest, it decomposes and 
adds new life to the soil. When an animal eats and digests its food, the bi-product 
becomes fertilizer. We, humans, are the only species that produce waste. We 
consume, we finish and we throw it away without much consideration. At the same 
time, our populations are increasing and putting pressure on natural resources. 
That same demand for natural resources is the cause of animal populations 
decreasing or becoming extinct. At the moment, the equation is simple, the more 
we use, the more we lose. 

 
Humankind's ability to turn oil into plastic has changed the way all people live their lives today. Such technological 
wonder makes us feel comfortable that there must be someone, somewhere, doing something about keeping us 
all alive. If that were true then we'd have nothing to worry about. The fact is, we do have something to worry 
about. Something so big that not even governments and companies can solve it through policy or new technology, 
not in the short term anyway. 
 
What can we do? Are we helpless? Should we just give up and face the inevitable? Who is responsible? Do we all 
know enough about the depth of the issue of waste management? Have we any idea of the cost and who will pay 
for it?  
 
The cost of ignoring these issues is the loss of society as we know it. If you doubt this then you join the ranks 
of people who fear change and have had it too good for too long.  It's past time to act. It's overdue to act. The time 
for action was yesterday, not tomorrow but it's what you do today that counts. 
 

Our school, our students, our community is screaming for 
change. Young people are monitoring the actions of older 
generations and what they see is an inability to take 
responsibility. On Wednesday, June 5th, ISSR High 
School Campus will take action. Around the planet, 
World Environment Day will be recognised this year by 
a school wide project. Our whole school, students and 
teachers, will set out along Sala Kammreuk Commune 
to pick up refuse and waste. We will be joined by 
members of the commune and special representatives. 
We intend, not only, to pick it up but to analyse what it is, 
where it came from, why it's there and determine what we 
could do with it. Re-using, recycling and re-purposing are 
just the beginning. What does it comprise of, what does it 
weigh, is there any connection between types of waste 
and the way we live our lives? Is there a way to monetize 
it and offset the cost? Students will get an opportunity to 
consider how can we lead a more sustainable existence 
and reduce the amount of single use waste in our lives. 
Cleaning up is great but we want to affect the kind of 
change that makes us consider how it arrived to us 
as trash, as well as, what happens to it next.  
 

 
After the event, students will participate in workshops 
and focus groups to heighten their awareness of the 
multitude of strategies and options available to all 
humankind. This clean-up is something the school takes 
very seriously. Ms. Giulia and Ms. Li Wei have been the 
driving force behind the project and many thanks in advance 
go to them both. 
 
So, here we are. You’ve read the article, you know our 
intentions and the dates. What are you prepared to do about 
waste? You know the consequences and you have 
opportunities. So, what’s stopping you contributing to waste 
reduction, management and sustainability? Remember, 
there is no waste in nature so let’s get back to nature. 
 
Citizen of planet Earth / Teacher 
Michael Tait 
 
 
 



American Sign Language Workshop 
 
On Monday, 29th April, We had the chance to have an assembly led by Quentin Alexandre the program manager 
of the XLability Project, part of the NGO Soulcial Trust. It was great to hear about the importance of inclusivity and 
learning how to sign our names.  
 
Their main mission of this organization is to support the social inclusion of people with disabilities and to raise 
awareness about environmentally sustainable practices. As their website explains in Cambodia, children with 
disabilities are confronted with many challenges including a lack of education, healthcare and are often excluded 
from society. They are often kept hidden from others by their parents to help protect them from abuse, or because 
they are too ashamed to show that their children have a mental or physical impairment, a strong taboo in this 
karma-focused society. As a result, children with disabilities are in deep need of physical and social activities, 
essential for the children’s development. In the long term, the students at ISSR are keen to keep on linking with 
XLability, and attend and participate in their sports events.  
 
On Friday 3rd May, students attended an American 
Sign Language class taught by Mr. Nuon from 
Krousar Thmey School for Deaf and Blind 
Children. During the lesson students learnt basic 
greetings and important expressions to 
communicate with deaf people. It was a fun and 
enhancing workshop. Thank you Nr. Nuon! 
 

http://www.soulcialtrust.org/ 
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Future Jobs – Year 10 PSHE 
 
Do you remember what life was like before iPhones existed? What about before 
Facebook? The internet? Probably not. 
 
By 2025, we’ll lose over five million jobs to automation. That means that future jobs 
will look vastly different by the time present high school students’ graduate from 
university. Future jobs will involve knowledge creation and innovation. Machines 
will be freeing people up to explore, experiment and find interesting solutions to 
complex problems, like pollution. 

 
Some important skills that will be essential to students’ future success include: 
 
Mental Elasticity and Complex Problem Solving: The future is going to bring about problems that have never been 
seen before in a world and never experienced. In order to solve these problems, people will need to have the 
mental flexibility to think outside of the box, see the big picture and rearrange things to find a solution.  
 
Critical Thinking: Future careers will require people to have excellent critical thinking skills. They will constantly 
need to be analysing various situations, considering multiple solutions and making decisions on the fly through 
logic and reasoning. 
 
Creativity: The more creative you are, the less likely you are to lose your job to a robot! While robots may be better 
than people at calculating and diagnosing problems, they aren’t very good at creating original content, thinking 
outside the box or being abstract. Yet. 
 
STEM/STEAM: Even though science, technology, engineering, art and mathematics jobs will continue to be 
available in the future as technology progresses, students will need to have more advanced STEM/STEAM skills 
to keep up. 
 
SMAC: You’ve heard of STEM but you probably haven’t heard of SMAC (social, mobile, analytics and cloud). 
Learning all of these skills/platforms will make students stand out in the future job market! 
 
Interdisciplinary Knowledge: Future careers will require students to pull information from many different fields to 
come up with creative solutions to future problems.  
 
The Year 10 PSHE students investigated a series of future jobs and explored the types of skills that would be 
needed to do these jobs in the future. They presented their findings in an assembly on Monday 6th May. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.crimsoneducation.org/za/blog/%5bhttps:/www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/01/5-million-jobs-to-be-lost-by-2020/%5d(https:/www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/01/5-million-jobs-to-be-lost-by-2020/)
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/08/how-to-prepare-for-work-jobs-of-future


Inspirational Teachers- Miss Claudine 
 
If you mention the sport touch rugby not many people know what it is. Especially in the 
country where I come from The Netherlands. When you travel to countries as Australia, 
New Zealand, Singapore, South Africa, France and the U.K. you will notice people playing 
touch rugby everywhere; at clubs, in schools and even in parks or on the beach. Touch 
rugby originated in Australia and refers to games derived from rugby in which players do 
not tackle each other but instead touch their opponents. 
 

Fortunately the Netherlands has enough players to form a men’s 
team, a women’s team and a youth team. This year I have been 
very lucky to be part of the first Dutch women’s touch rugby team 
going to the world cup in Malaysia. A strict training schedule, a 
healthy diet and video analyses were all part of my preparation. 
Coming out there and having to compete against some teams 
that were stronger and more experienced than us wasn’t always 
easy, but it made us stronger as a team. It was a tough journey, 
but most of all an exciting and wonderful experience.  
 
A big thank you to my colleagues who covered my lessons and 
Mr. Peter for allowing me to take this opportunity. It was one I 
would have never wanted to miss.  
 
In Cambodia there are only a few people playing touch rugby 
and I hope this will slowly change in the future. It is a wonderful 
sport and I would be keen on getting more youth involved. The 
students at ISSR have already started playing touch rugby in 
the PE lessons and I have seen a few talented players! 
 

A question that still stays unanswered; 
“When will we have the first Cambodian youth team 

competing?” Hopefully soon! 
Ms. Claudine 

 

New Staff 
 
IT Technician 

 
We would like to welcome the new IT officer and technician for the high school. His name is 
Mr. Kimhun He graduated with a Bachelor degree in Information Technology and he is 
continuing ongoing study for a Master’s degree in IT at USEA. He has been working in the 
IT department at Angkor Miracle Resort & Spa.  

 

 
 

Security Guard 
 
Our old security guard Mr. Va finished working at ISSR High School 
this month. He has worked with ISSR in the high school campus for 3 
years. 
 
The new security guard is Mr. Voeurn. He has worked for ISSR for 
nearly 4 years at the primary school. He has moved to work at 
International School of Siem Reap High School Campus. We look 
forward to working with him. 

 

 

 

 

Mr. Va Mr. Voeurn 



 

Humanities Department 
 
Megacities – Year 9 
 
The Year 9 Humanities class were set the task to research and present information on a given mega city. A mega 
city is defined as a city with a population of 10 million or more. In 1900 there were only 2 global mega cities, New 
York and Tokyo. Now it is estimated that there are 37 mega cities, most are in the Developing World. The students 
presented some extremely well research reports on their megacity and it is clear that many of them are well on the 
way to being successful in IGCSE Humanities courses next year. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



 
China in the 21st Century 
 
The year 9 Humanities class had been studying China in the 21st Century and their assessment piece was a 
research and extended writing response. They were told the teacher was Editor of a newspaper/magazine and as 
a Journalist they had been given an opportunity to travel to China on a 3 week trip, to get a personal insight and 
send back their thoughts on what they observed. They watched the video "Explore China" and students were to 
follow the path of the presenter of the video and add their own newly acquired knowledge. They were instructed to 
use Publisher or similar software and to write in Journalese. 
 
The work that was turned in by members of the class was outstanding in content, style and realistic presentation 
in magazine format. The work of Sweety, Kalyane, Kimwey, Chavelli and Sophia received a special mention. Well 
done. 
 
Mr. Phil 
 
Paperless Newsletter 
 
At the ISSR High School we are always looking at ways we can encourage and support students to be more 
environmentally friendly. This also means we look at our own practices. In doing this, we have made the decision 
to no longer send paper copies of our monthly newsletter. Newsletter will continue to be posted on the school 
website. If you would like a paper copy you can request a copy from the office staff. We are hopeful that this 
change can make a big difference to our paper usage at school. 
 
 
Key Dates 
 
Friday 7th June End of Semester Reports Y7-10 issued. 
Monday and Tuesday 10th and 11th June Parent-Teacher Interviews 1600 – 1800. 
Friday 14th June Year 13 Graduation Ceremony 
Friday 21st June Concert at Primary School – school finishes at 1200. End of academic year. 
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